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Happy new year Ali! You’ve obviously come straight from
a new year’s eve party in your handsome vest and bowtie!
Mom played Arabic music and sang Chewy Chewy Bubblegum to keep Ali content during his photo shoot.
Photographer
One-12 Photography
Photostylists
Sabina Manji
		Melissa Warkentin
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EDITORIAL

Sabina Manji - Chief Editor

21 YEARS IN THE 21st CENTURY

H

appy new year everyone! Here at The
Mom & Caregiver, we’re coming off an
exciting twentieth anniversary celebration in 2018. But I foresee 2019 being
even bigger and better. After all, it’s
our 21st year of bringing you parenting news and information,
and being a hand to hold every step of the motherhood
and fatherhood journey.
As I started to think about
this 21st year, I realized the
number 21 has a lot of
meaning in our society.
We are currently in the
21st century. There’s a 21
gun salute, and 21 dots on
dice. Badminton and table
tennis games are played up
to 21. And in music, Adele’s
second album was titled 21,
and the band Twenty One Pilots
is playing Budweiser Gardens this
May.

Now check out this segway – Twenty One
Pilots is famous for their hit “Stressed Out”.

Sabina Manji,
C hie f Editor

So here’s our promise to you for The Mom
& Caregiver’s 21st year. We will continue to
be the voice of the parenting community.
We will help you to learn, laugh and share
the good times and tough times of being a
parent. Thank you for all the years of feedback – after all, this magazine is for you! And
we want to continue to hear your thoughts,
feelings, questions and concerns. You can find
us at www.themomandcaregiver.com, www.
facebook.com/themomandcaregiver and www.
instagram.com/momandcaregivermagazine.
May your year be full of laughter, blessings
and strength.
Sabina

"Write it on your heart that every day is
the best day in the year.”
- Ralph Waldo Emerson

519-652-9226
editor@themomandcaregiver.com
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But stressed out is the last thing we want
you feeling this year. So be inspired by three
articles in this issue which deal with stress
and pressure from three different points of
view. We hear from a mom and social worker
(Consider This New Year’s Resolution, page 18),
a dad and special education teacher (The Mad
Dash of After-School Activities, page 12), and a
pair of 12 year olds (Keeping My Balance, page
11) with their takes on living a worry-free 2019.

January 2019

Publisher/Chief Editor Sabina Manji
Assistant Editor Melissa Warkentin
Copy Editor Katherine Haine
Designer Alison Irwin
Photographer One-12 Photography
Photostyling Sabina Manji and Melissa Warkentin
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Happy New Year!

Steam Flight! Make a Flying

rd Balloon Rocket

London Children’s Museum
www.londonchildrensmuseum.ca

th London Knights vs.

Guelph Storm
Budweiser Gardens
www.londonknights.com

th Ice Skating (Daily)

th

Victoria Park

www.londontourism.ca

London Wine & Food Show
Western Fair District
17th - 19th
www.westernfairdistrict.com

th Harry Potter & the

th

Chamber of Secrets
Budweiser Gardens
www.budweisergardens.com

Starry Night Skating:
Hosted by Oxford Learning
Storybook Gardens
www.oxfordlearning.com

2
4
9
16
18
19
26

nd Snowybrook Village
Storybook Gardens

www.storybook.london.ca

th PA Day Camp

London Children’s Museum
www.londonchildrensmuseum.ca

th Disney’s Newsies

Original Kids Theatre Company
www.originalkids.ca

th Parent Tot Skate

(Wednesday Afternoons)
Indoor Arenas
www.london.ca

th Play All Day: Hosted by
London Skating Club
The Factory

www.londonskatingclub.com

th Mini Pop Kids Live 2019
Take Flight Tour
Centennial Hall

www.centennialhall.london.ca

th London Lightning vs.
Island Storm
Budweiser Gardens

www.lightningbasketball.ca

For More Details and Events Visit

Your Online Parenting Resource
Follow Us

www.themomandcaregiver.com
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NEW BEGINNINGS

Pregnancy - Birth - Postpartum

PREVENTING IRON DEFICIENCY

I

After this, the amount of iron a child
needs depends on their age. The recommended dietary allowance (the amount
that a person needs on a daily basis to
stay healthy) for iron is 11 mg between
7 to 12 months, 7 mg between 1 to 3
years, 10 mg between 4 to 8 years, and 8
mg between 9 to 13 years old. Children
usually do not need an iron supplement
if they are eating enough iron-rich foods.

ron is an essential mineral for our bodies. It is a key ingredient for producing
hemoglobin inside red blood cells. Hemoglobin carries oxygen to other cells in
the body. Iron also gives blood cells colour. Not having enough iron will affect
the red blood cell’s ability to carry enough
oxygen to the other organs and muscles.
Children need iron for their brains to develop. Some symptoms of iron deficiency
are pale skin, appetite loss, and crankiness. Mental concentration can also be
affected in children with low iron.

When your baby is between 4-6 months,
start introducing iron-rich foods such as
an iron-fortified infant cereal. Pureed
meats are another good source of iron.
Waiting too long after six months can
increase the risk of iron deficiency. To
enhance iron absorption, give at least
one serving per day of foods with high

Babies born at full-term have a reserve
of iron from their birth mother. In the
first 6 months of life, babies who are
breastfed or who are taking an iron-fortified formula, do not need extra iron.

vitamin C, such as citrus fruits and/
or green vegetables. Do not use cow’s
milk (non-formula) until after 12 months
because cow’s milk increases blood loss
from the intestine in infants. Between
1 to 5 years, a child’s consumption of
cow’s milk should be under 600mL (20
oz) per day. Be careful, excessive intake
of cow’s milk can lead to iron deficiency
because it is not a good source of iron.
Try to give your child at least 3 servings
per day of iron-rich foods like meats, fish,
eggs, legumes (chickpeas, lentils) and
certain vegetables (spinach, broccoli).
Talk to the child’s doctor if you think
your child is not getting these sources
of iron in their diet or if you suspect your
child could be iron deficient.

Dr. Bhooma Bhayana is a family physician in London and the mother of two
young men and grandmother of one lovely princess! She continues to find wonder
and enjoyment in family practice despite more than 30 years on the job!

Certified Professional Organizers
who deliver...
welcoming functional spaces,
calm, stress-free mornings and
smoother, easier life transitions.
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Call Us Now 519-227-2241

AS THEY GROW

Newborn - Baby - Toddler

ENCOURAGING YOUR INFANT TO HAVE A VOICE

A

s parents and guardians, we are often encouraged to listen
to the voice of our infant, but wonder what does this mean?
Muddling this question are claims that adults sometimes do not
listen to and hear the voice of the young child (Lansdown, 2010)
and that the voices of infants are often silenced by the needs
of older children (World Association for Infant Mental Health,
2016). Sarah Te One (2010), an advocate in this area of study,
suggests that rights of the young child include having their
needs met by adults who are responsible for them. She proposes that these responsibilities include respecting the child’s
rights to express their views. When respect is demonstrated, it
creates opportunities for the young child to be involved in decisions that affect them. It also fosters protective factors, healthy
development, later decision-making, accountability, and respect for others (UNICEF, 2010).
So, the question of how we can mobilize the voice of the
infant, who does not yet have the formal language required
to express themselves? In considering this, Lansdown (2011)
reminds us that infants have the capacity to participate in
decisions informing their well-being, and this unfolds when
adults are willing to listen. As we attentively listen by reading
and responding to cues which include eye contact and gaze,
facial expressions, vocalizations, nonverbal gestures, diverse
types of crying, and touch, we act as a catalyst for the voice of

our youngest to be heard. We can also invite infants to express
their voice by asking questions, and/or reading and offering a
rationale for the infants’ cues.
Some examples include:
• “Are you done, or would you like more? You’re looking away
tells me you are all done.”
• “You are sad. You don’t like it when your sister takes away
your toy”.
• “I wonder if you like peas? You’re opening your mouth for
more. You like peas.”
Although this seems basic to the way that many of us engage
with infants, it is critical in promoting the message that infants
have not only the right to be heard but also have multiple
means of bringing voice to their needs and perspectives.
_________________________________________________________________
References:

Lansdown, G. (2011). Every child’s right to be heard. London, UK: UNICEF. Te
One, S. (2010). Advocating for infants’ rights in early childhood education. Early
Childhood Folio, 14(1), 13-17.
World Association for Infant Mental Health. (2016). WAIMH position paper on
the rights of infants. Retrieved from www.waimh.org website: http://www.
waimh.org/i4a/pages/index.cfm?pageID=3361
Tina Bonnett is a professor in an Honours Bachelor Early
Childhood Leadership degree at a local community college.
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T H E NE XT S TAG E

T

The Wonder Years - Preschool - School Age

PROBIOTICS IN CHILDREN CUTTING THROUGH THE HYPE

here has been an explosion in the interest in the microbiome- the set of bacteria that form our world in the past
several years. The industry that sells us “good bacteria” or
probiotics to help us reset our “good” microbiome has also
exploded. It can be very difficult to cut through the hype
around the benefits of probiotics. This is particularly true when
it comes to weighing the evidence in the use of probiotics for
children. The Pediatric Gastroenterology and Hepatology Nutrition published an article in September 2017 reviewing existing
studies of probiotics in children. 1

3. The jury is still out as to whether probiotics should be used
every time an antibiotic is prescribed. Lactobacillus and S.
Boulardii have been found to help with antibiotic associated
diarrhea. However, the best way to avoid potent types of infections like C. Difficile, is to avoid antibiotics in the first place.

The following are some conclusions that might help guide our
use of probiotics in children:

In conclusion, there is some evidence to suggest using probiotics in gastroenteritis and can prevent antibiotic associated
diarrhea. Always, the best way to prevent antibiotic associated
diarrhea is to not use antibiotics when not necessary. The use
of probiotics daily with children in day care is currently not recommended. However, once we have more information, these
promising agents can again be assessed for their usefulness for
our children.
________________________________________________________________
1 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5636929/

1. The definition of a probiotic is a live organism that, when
administered in adequate dosing, confers a benefit to the host.
The key components in this definition are that it must be live
and in proper dosing.
2. For gastroenteritis in children, probiotics containing lactobacillus and a strain called S. Bouraladii may shorten the length
of diarrhea but must be used in association with hydration.

4. Probiotics have been suggested for the prevention of day
care acquired infections such as respiratory illness and gastroenteritis. Limited evidence indicates that probiotics are better
for respiratory infections than for gastroenteritis.

Becky Biqi Chen was a resident in general pediatrics for three years at
the Children’s Hospital at London Health Sciences Centre. She is currently specializing in pediatric gastroenterology during her fellowship
at the British Columbia Children’s Hospital.
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The Financial
Rewards of
Working With
Wee Watch Have
Never Been Greater
If you are operating your own home child care
business privately, it’s never been a better time to
partner with Wee Watch, a licensed agency. Wee
Watch Providers are able to receive more financial
benefits than ever before. You still keep your
independence while having the advantages of the
Wee Watch team providing support, resources,
back-up care, and so much more.
Ask us how you can receive more financial benefits
and support for your success!
Call Kelly:

519-850-7019

Quality Licensed Home Child Care

For every surface in your home.
Tested to last the equivalent of 20 years of use.

FREE 5 Year Warranty
on all Miele canister, bagless canister
and stick vacuums
Promotion ends: February 7, 2019

1004 Dundas St. E.
1225 Wonderland Rd. N.
(Behind Sherwood Forest Mall)
PH: 519-451-6700
www.mchardyvac.com

Follow Us
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MAKE 2019 THE
BEST YEAR YET!
All Ages. All Grades. All Subjects.
DON’T WASTE TIME!
BETTER GRADES BEGIN TODAY!

oxfordlearning.com

Byron 519.472.3321

Register your child

OPEN HOUSE

THURSDAY, JANUARY 17 | 6 PM

in our French Catholic elementary schools
Frère-André

Choose excellence

400 Base Line West, London
519-471-6680

Sainte-Jeanne-d’Arc
Superior academic results
35 Fallons Lane, London
Highest graduation rates
519-457-3141
Recognized for its quality of teaching
High-level bilingualism
The choice of 7 out of 10 francophone parents

Is there French in your background or family? If so, your child may be eligible for a French-language education.
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Saint-Jean-de-Brébeuf
270 Chelton, London
519-963-1219

Sainte-Marguerite-Bourgeoys
700 Bristol, Woodstock
519-539-2911

CscProvidence.ca/registration

KID ZONE

Life as a Child Sees It

KEEPING MY BALANCE
Join 12-year-olds Mikaeel and Ella every month as they share perspectives on life as a child sees it.
Do you find it tough to keep a balance among school, activities,
friends, and family?

I wouldn’t be as excited about it and it would start to feel like it
wasn’t fun.

Mikaeel:
Sometimes when I have a lot of homework and it’s a little hard
to balance but never super hard.
Ella:
Sometimes, but I think that I am pretty good at that.

Why do you think it’s important to have time alone at home
with nothing planned?

How do you make a choice if you have two things scheduled for
the same time?
Mikaeel:
I will always go to the one that I have committed to first unless
the other is more important, then I will go to that one.
Ella:
I make my decision based on what is most important to me even
if other people would like me to do something else.
Do you ever feel like you’re doing “too much”?
Mikaeel:
Sometimes when there is a busy week coming up and I have
lots of homework and stuff at school it feels like a lot.
Ella:
Well, I usually only have one after school activity. If I had more

Follow Us

Mikaeel:
It is important to have time to relax, collect your thoughts and
prepare for the next few days. Sometimes I might decide to do
something new that I’ve been wanting to do for a while.
Ella:
If you have too much going on you’ll get stressed and not have
time for other fun things that you didn’t expect.
What’s your best tip for managing time?
Mikaeel:
My best tip for managing time is if you know you have lots of
things coming up then plan ahead and be prepared.
Ella:
My best tip for managing time is don’t be afraid to say no! If you
keep saying yes your days will fill up pretty quickly. Also, save
time for just relaxing.

www.themomandcaregiver.com
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F R A N K LY FAT H E R H O O D

THE MAD DASH OF

AFTER-SCHOOL

ACTIVITIES
A

s I rush out the door from work, my mind
is still focused on the pile of papers on my
desk that I didn’t get to today. I make a mad
dash to the daycare to pick up my 3-year-old. I
get home to a cranky, starving 5-year-old, and
start dinner immediately. We have 23 minutes to
cook, eat, and get out the door for music class.
Or is it soccer today? Or Karate?
If you have school aged kids, you can probably
relate to our evening routine. While we balance
work and family life, we try to ensure our kids
are getting some extra-curricular activities. They
seem to have boundless amounts of energy and
they learn new skills so quickly that it makes
sense to get them involved in something. But I
also wrestle with questions like how much is too
much (or too little)? And what do I enroll my kids
in? What will their interests be? How much time
can we afford? What if I spend all this money and
he hates it in two months?
I like to think I’ve made some good choices in enrolling my schoolager in a sport and music. Activity options are hard to narrow down but once
you start digging, many places offer a 3 month
trial – ideal for your indecisive child. I was also
impressed with no-commitment first classes.
When looking for an after school interest, ask
about these incentives!
What I wasn’t prepared for was how little time
there would be between school and activity
schedules. Is it me or does time speed up ex-

ponentially when you’re in a rush? I stress over
being late and rushing my kids to eat a quickly-thrown-together, not-so-healthy meal. I’m
not ashamed to say that some days, a drive-thru
fast food meal is all I can muster!
And after all that hustle and bustle, I’ll arrive to
his class, yank off his coat, and toss him into the
room where the kids of the more organized and
less stressed parents have already settled in. I
then try to catch my breath in the “parent section”, envious that others had a chance to pick
up a warm coffee. I will sometimes engage in the
pity party of how much work parenting is but
more often than not, I take the time to reflect on
my day, sort through my unread emails, or write
this monthly column.
Today, at Karate class, I find myself wondering if all this is worth it. I’m exhausted and find
it challenging to let go of my daily stressors. I
look up from my phone to see my son completely engaged in his lesson. He idolizes his Sensei
and is very motivated to follow today’s lesson. I
watch him giggle, learn to do a proper push up,
and grunt-kick in the air. At one point, he looks
over at me through the glass and our eyes meet
for a quick second. The grin that flashed on his
face spoke to me loud and clear. At the end of
the session, he couldn’t wait to share his experience with me. “Daddy, did you see how high I can
kick now?” As he keeps talking, my stress slowly
melts away and all doubts are gone.
Frank Emanuele is a proud father of two sons, a special
education teacher, and a director of Dad Club London.
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A Dad’s Point of View

Follow Us

www.themomandcaregiver.com
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LIFESTYLE

An Introduction to the Ketogenic Diet

HOW TO STICK TO KETO
DIET WHEN EATING OUT

L

ast month, we discussed tracking your food intake while on
the ketogenic diet. For some, it might seem complicated to
do when you are eating out at restaurants or dining at a friend’s
house.
When following a ketogenic diet, you need to plan to stick to
it for the long haul. You shouldn’t indulge in off plan foods because there is a birthday party or the menu at the restaurant
seemed complicated. When you commit to following a diet, you
should follow it through to the best of your abilities until you
reach your desired goal weight.
When attending a dinner party or other social event, keep in
mind that it is okay to bring a dish that you can eat to share with
other guests. If you’re not sure you’ll be able to eat something,
come prepared. That being said, I’ve never been to a baby shower that didn’t feature meats and cheeses or a veggie tray – both
totally keto friendly. In the absolute worst-case scenario, you
can forego eating (it will not kill you) until you have keto friendly
options available. It is polite to let the host know in advance of
your dietary restrictions. Just make it clear that you aren’t requesting they cook a separate meal especially for you. Once you
set your intentions and let people know that you have decided
to follow a ketogenic diet, real friends and supportive family will
be on board in helping you stick to your diet.
You might find that you are living a busy lifestyle and cooking
food is time consuming. If you can’t meal prep than how will
you ever stay on plan? I dine out at restaurants multiple times a
week at places like McDonald’s, Wendy’s, Swiss Chalet, Kelsey’s,
Pita PIt, or Buffalo Wild Wings. Most restaurants provide nutritional information, so you can customize meals to fit your low
carb high fat diet. Grab a salad with chicken and high fat Cae-

sar dressing or chicken wings. A steak with butter and a side of
broccoli is another delicious option!
Going off plan because you aren’t at home is just an excuse. You
can stick with keto even when you think you can’t. It just takes a
little bit of thought, preplanning and effort.
For more helpful info on the ketogenic diet, connect with Joanna
Wilcox on Instagram: @ketoincanada, Youtube: ketoincanada,
Facebook: IAmKetoinCanada or her web site where she offers a
beginners guide and group support: Iamketoincanada.com.

Order online for pick-up or delivery OR stop in our store & grab-n-go!

Eat Healthy. Be Healthy.
Formerly Keto Health Foods

Gluten-free, sugar-free
delicious ketogenic food!
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MEALS
MADE
FRESH
WEEKLY

Now At 911 Comissioners Rd E
www.ketolibriyum.ca

519-681-5386

BRACING LIFE

Tips for a Healthy Smile

I

SMALL JAWS, BIG TEETH
& WHAT TO DO

n the last few issues, we’ve discussed oral habits, treatment
options and the benefits of early orthodontic treatment.
Another common issue relating to early orthodontic treatment
is managing spacing/crowding problems.
Not everyone develops the same size jaws or dental arches.
Some are fortunate enough to have large jaws + average size
teeth which equals good spacing for all their teeth. Others are
not so lucky and have the combination of small jaws and large
teeth. Crowding can become evident very early and can cause
problems as early as 6-7 years of age. As was mentioned previously, this is a good age to see an orthodontist because managing crowding properly can make a big difference.
It is important to make sure that there is enough space for the
upper and lower front teeth and this occurs generally between 6
and 8 years of age. If the crowding is not that bad, that is, if the
teeth are mildly crooked but generally in the correct position
in the arches, then there is really no need to provide any orthodontic treatment besides periodic observation appointments.
Space maintainers may be helpful but generally this would be
when the baby molars are starting to loosen up, which would be
a few years down the road. There are really two options to man-

age more significant crowding: removing baby teeth to make
room or making more room in the arch.
Removing baby teeth is a perfectly good option but would be
considered a “quick fix”. It’s a quick fix because it opens up space
for the crowding front teeth to fall into but does nothing to deal
with the crowding long term. In fact, once baby teeth are removed, the arches tend to collapse further and this is the opposite of what really needs to happen.
Expanding the dental arch (if it is narrow) provides a more comprehensive correction for crowding because it gains space across
the arch. Not only that, but expansion of the palate has been
shown to improve the airway and encourage breathing through
the nose. Making the arches wider/bigger can be done either
with a retainer (removable) or a fixed expander (not removable)
or even with partial braces. Therefore, if your child is a mouth
breather, snores or has a tendency towards sleep apnea, expansion may be quite beneficial. Your orthodontist is there to help
provide guidance to allow your child’s teeth to erupt as best as
they can because the better the teeth erupt into position, the
healthier the smile, and the more self-esteem your child may
have.
Doctors Hill and Gross have the experience to help craft beautiful
smiles for all manner of patients, both children and adults.

Follow Us

www.themomandcaregiver.com
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BIZ SHOWCASE

BELLIES2BABIES

Supporting you on your journey from
Belly 2 Baby...and Beyond.

Birth and Postpartum Doulas
Birth Pool Rental
Placenta Encapsulation
Child Birth Education
Breast Feeding Support

This Month’s Featured Business...

Imagine what it would be like for you and your partner to feel more confident going into labour knowing
that you have the most supportive team possible?
Meet the wonderful ladies of Bellies2Babies. Lindsay
and Erika have over 20 years combined experience
supporting families in their transformative journeys
from Belly to Baby...and Beyond.
They provide their clients with judgement free support and education, creating a safe space for them
to discover their own way through the birth process. They are beside you, helping you achieve a birth
where decisions are made from a place of informed
consent, and they are there for you should your plan
change. After baby arrives, their support continues
by empowering you in your choices while building
your confidence to discover your own parenting style.
They offer bundled services to suit your needs; from
prenatal or postpartum support to full packages including six months of support. Having bumps with
feeding or experiencing difficulties adjusting to new
roles? They understand and are here to help! Looking for tips and tricks to help with sleeplessness?
They appreciate that every child and family is different; there is no one-size-fits-all solution. They have
countless ideas to help!
Always anticipating the needs of new families, Lindsay brought placenta encapsulation to the area 9
years ago and since then has developed a reputation
as the most trusted provider of this service. Erika
brings her experience as a “mom of twins” offering
London’s first prenatal class for parents-to-be of
multiples. Bellies2Babies also owns the largest fleet
of rental birth pools; all you need to do is add water!

519-851-4279

www.bellies2babies.com

Whether this is your first baby or you are an experienced parent, Lindsay and Erika can help you define
the individualized birth experience you want and support you in getting there, every step of the way.
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Each month we introduce you to a business that offers
families in London and the surrounding area, services or
products you won’t want to miss.
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Must-See Travel Destinations

ARE WE THERE YET

NO FEAR OF FLYING
AMERICAN NATIONAL AVIARY: PITTSBURGH, PA

T

rivia question: Where is the American National Aviary? (Yes, that’s birds).

Answer: Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. The former
steel city is home to the country’s national bird
collection. Actual living birds – 500 representing 150 different species from around the
world, many endangered.
Education and preservation is the mission of
this immersive zoo designed to place you close,
really close, to feathered friends, small and
large. The walk-through habitats are my favourite, creating an indoor tropical forest complete
with waterfalls, perfect to visit in dry winters.
Small birds swoop over-head demonstrating
natural behaviours, while Great Argus Pheasants, Victorian Crowned Pigeons, and popular
Ibis stroll along side you.
Added bonus: look up among the vines and see if you can spot
Wookie, a Linnaeus’s Two-toed Sloth hanging out in this newly
renovated habitat.
In other parts of the aviary, birds remain behind fences – for
good reason. The collection of raptors and birds of prey in the
Main Hall are incredible and I’ve never seen a Bald Eagle, with
five-foot wing-span, so close before. If that isn’t impressive
enough, nearby the Steller’s Sea Eagle represents the largest
eagle species on the planet.

If you’re charmed by penguins (who isn’t?) the aviary is home
to 20 African Penguins, waddling and waving in a circular
exhibit complete with kids viewing tube, those bubble domes
allowing little ones to pop their heads into the penguin action.
Wheelchair (and stroller) accessible.
The National Aviary in Pittsburgh is open daily 10 am to 5 pm.
Admission is $16 for adults, $14 for kids and children under 2
are free. The Amazing Amazon live birds show is extra.
Sherri Telenko is a Southern-Ontario based travel
writer. Please check out her four-footed adventures at www.dogtrotting.net.
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LET’S BE HONEST
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Talking About What Matters

I

CONSIDER THIS YOUR
NEW YEAR’S RESOLUTION

f you’re reading this, we’ve both made it
into 2019. For the most part, I’m in one
piece- how about you? No matter what
the last 365 days were like for you, January always offers us a beautiful opportunity to pause, take stock of our lives
and recalibrate. January also offers every
company that lived a chance to capitalize
off of whatever year you’ve just had with
the promise of a “New You”. You know
what I mean- the overflow of emails that
promise you’ll be slimmer, more youthful, more productive, more stylish if you
just purchase this time-limited offer.
As a therapist, I love nothing more than
a good, old-fashioned personal transformation. I am going to jump on the
bandwagon here and encourage you to
grow this year like never before. I can tell
you that if you’re dedicated and practice
this new skill often, you just might lose
weight, see your relationships improve
and increase your happiness. Best of all?
I am going to drop the secret to your
new year for free. Ready? For radical
personal growth in 2019, I challenge you
to...
Give yourself an ever-loving break and
stop being so damn hard on yourself.
Now, listen, you gotta stay with me
here, ok? You might have been looking
for something to buy, but I happen to
know that you actually have everything
you need inside of you to affect massive
change right now, as is. But you’ve got to
be willing to love and accept yourself as
you are in order to move forward.
Yes, you, Karen. You with the cellulite.
You who yelled at your kid seconds after
you put down your copy of “The Whole

Follow Us

Brain Child”. You who had one chardonnay too many at Christmas and told
Aunt Margaret’s secret over dinner (and
in front of Aunt Margaret). I am inviting
you, this year, to begin to plant the seeds
of self-compassion and self-kindness so
that you give yourself permission to be
exactly as you are.
You might be wondering why this would
be anything to work towards. In fact,
I understand that thinking perfectly.
For years, I believed that unless I used
self-criticism to asses my personal
deficits, I wouldn’t be able to grow or
be better. The problem is that when we
use our personal weaknesses as motivation to be “better”, we spend far too
much time ruminating about... well, our
personal deficits. We stay trapped in the
“striving” mode, looking to be exceptional and perfect before we can be kind
to ourselves.
If we can see our stumbles as a series
of human moments (which is what
they are), we are able to cultivate our
emotional resiliency. If we embrace
ourselves with the kindness that we
often give others, we may find that we
are less stressed out, better equipped to
try things outside of our comfort zone
and more likely to stick to goals. One of
my wonderful clients in therapy told me
recently, “I used to think I was broken,
but I am realizing that actually, I’m just
human”. What an incredibly freeing way
to understand yourself. Embrace your
own “human” this year.
May you be happy,
Jordan
Jordan Thomas is a registered social worker
and the owner of Nourish Counselling Services. Jordan works with women on improving
their mental health and self-compassion.
Follow along on IG @nourishcounselling .

www.themomandcaregiver.com
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Making Your House a Home

NEW YEAR’S RESOLUTIONS
FOR OVERWEIGHT PETS

E

very New Year comes with new goals. Most of us can relate
to setting a resolution to lose a few pounds in the year to
come, but weight loss can be one of the most challenging goals
to maintain.
For overweight pets, this is especially true, as the difference between weight loss, maintenance, and gain can be a matter of
only a few extra treats or kibbles daily. However, carrying what
seems like a small amount of excess weight - even a pound - can
affect our furry family member’s quality of life.
Pets love food and it’s a useful tool for communication, so we
often use treats to show our pets that we love them. However, an overweight pet is not a happy pet. In fact, excess weight
can result in a reduced lifespan, joint pain, and complications,
as well as ailments such a kidney disease, cancer, and diabetes.
We may be so used to seeing overweight pets that it has skewed
our expectations of their ideal body conditions. When looking
at a dog or cat from above, the abdomen should tuck in at the
waist and not be tubular. It should also be possible to count
your pet’s ribs with your fingers.
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Start by counting calories and creating a feeding schedule that
contains fewer calories than your pet burns in a day, while still
ensuring your pet’s nutritional needs are met. A small change
such as using a measuring cup or food scale to serve daily
portions (instead of a coffee scoop or container) may even be
enough to regulate your pet’s caloric intake.
Additionally, engaging your pet in their daily requirement of 30
mins of brisk exercise will do wonders for their health and happiness. Just like us, pets eat when they’re bored, so giving them
stimulation (including mental with a slow feeder or food puzzle) can help keep their minds off over-eating.
It is extremely rewarding to see a cat or dog earn their energy
and mobility back, reduce health complications, and enjoy their
favourite activities to the fullest. Weight loss doesn’t have to
be a challenging new year’s resolution. By being mindful of your
pet’s diet and exercise, you can truly change your furry family
member’s life. Now that’s something to celebrate for 2019!

Dr. I. Wonder is here to answer your questions regarding your furry
family members. If you have a question, email it to us at brent@
NeighbourhoodPetClinic.com. Our team at Neighbourhood Pet Clinic
will tap into their collective experience to answer your questions.
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FOOD FOR THOUGHT

Family Cooking Made Easy

TOP 5 THINGS TO BECOME HEALTHIER & HAPPIER

F

irst off, let me start by wishing you all a very happy New Year!
For some, this is a time where commitments and goals are
locked in, motivation is high and you’re ready to embark on the
journey of positive lifestyle change. I won’t lie to you. It’s not
going to be easy. Lifestyle changes that stick, take time. Sometimes they require a couple of trials and a few failures. It’s the
efforts you make consistently, over time that will carry you
through to change.
Here are five things that I personally do consistently that have
helped me become a healthier, happier me:
1. Eat lots of veggies and fruits
Don’t get me wrong, I love chocolate. Yes, I just did that. I
brought up chocolate when I’m supposed to be talking about
vegetables and fruits. I digress…There’s a reason why this is #1
on my list! Eating more veggies and fruits means there’s less
room for the C.R.A.P. (carbonated drinks, refined sugars, artificial foods, processed foods, etc.). And they’re good for you really good.
2. Drink Water
I make water my drink of choice. Then wine and coffee, but I digress again…Water comes with me literally everywhere I go. I
keep a large mason jar on my desk with a big straw. I have a
water bottle for my car and in the bag that I take with me on
the bus to work every morning. It’s very rare to see me drinking
a carbonated drink. Yes, I also drink coffee (1-2 a day) and yes, I
also drink wine (but in moderation and usually with great company)!
3. Exercise
Find a workout buddy and commit to doing something every
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week – whether it’s going for a hike, going to the gym or heading
out for a run. Some weeks are better than others. It helps that
I teach spin classes weekly, so I know that those are my committed days to exercise. Some days I go for a 30-60 min walk at
work over lunch.
4. Be mindful of your mental health
We tend to connect “health” with our physical being – but
health is multifaceted and includes our feelings, emotions, and
happiness too. A few things that I do consistently to take care
of my mental health are:
• Journaling on my phone (I use an app that allows me to record
voice journals).
• Read (a lot of self-help and other times mindless fictional
thrillers).
• Laugh (a lot). Sometimes with others, rarely at others, and
mostly at myself!
• Communicate. I like to talk things through – whether it’s with
family, a friend, and at times it’s been a therapist, counselor, or
psychologist.
• Sleep. I try to get at least 7-8 hours of sleep each night (but
sometimes 10)!
5. Take time to relax
The term “relax” is very subjective. My idea of relaxing is laying on the couch with a good book, spending down time with
family, cuddling with my dog-sister or spending an evening at Le
Nordik with a friend. Regardless of what it is, I try to find time
daily that will allow me to unwind, relax and decompress from
a hard day’s work.
Find what works for you and keep plugging away at it!
Jenn Giurgevich is a Registered Dietitian and former contract Professor at Brescia
University College with a wealth of nutrition knowledge. Over the last 10 years,
Jenn has paired her love for nutrition and health with her undeniable love for
fitness, working as both a personal trainer and a fitness instructor.

Look and Feel Your Best

BEAUTY & WELLNESS

BEAUTY FOODS FOR GLOWING SKIN

A

s the saying goes; “we are what we
eat” so as you step into the new
year, fuel up on these beauty-boosting
foods to help you put your best you
forward.
Green with Envy
Vegetables are not only an essential part of
a healthy diet, but these delicious greens
are packed with wrinkle-fighting antioxidants, vitamins, and collagen-boosting
benefits. Think kale, spinach, and avocado – three delicious veggies that can be
used in salads, smoothies, side dishes or
as a snack. These beauty boosters contain
Vitamin A, C, E, K – a powerful anti-aging
combo that helps to minimize wrinkles,
diminishes dark circles, and tighten skin
for a much more youthful appearance.
Go Nuts!
Almonds and walnuts not only make for
a healthy snack, but they are also amazing hair enhancers. Packed with Vitamin

Follow Us

E and omegas, these yummy nuts help
to keep hair strong and shiny, protecting tresses from environmental and sun
damage. Also a great source of protein
and fiber which help to keep our bodies
fuelled and lean.
Berry Beautiful
Berries are packed with Vitamin C; a
strong antioxidant that protects skin
from free radicals, hydrates from the inside-out and increases collagen levels. By
making these anti-inflammatory fruits a
staple in our everyday meals, we are not
only feeding our hair, skin, and nails with
beautifying benefits; we are nourishing
our bodies, reducing stress and improving digestive function. Enjoy as a snack,
in smoothies, or as a yogurt topper for a
refreshing touch.
Sea-ing is Believing
Fish that are high in omega-3 fatty acids
such as salmon have incredible beauty

benefits that are essential for gorgeous
hair, skin, and nails. Another beauty-booster from the down under to help
you attain gorgeous, supple skin is seaweed. Sea vegetables contain iron, manganese, iodine, copper, zinc, omega-3
fatty acids, and selenium which promote
shiny strands and glowing skin.
Great Grains
Oatmeal has rich anti-oxidant properties
and helps undo the damage done to your
skin by pollution, UV rays, and chemicals.
These healing grains also help to soothe
and smooth skin and can be used to calm
eczema and heal psoriasis. Start incorporating oatmeal every day as a great breakfast option or mid-day snack to help sustain fullness and energy while beautifying
yourself from the inside-out.
Bon Appetite!
Lisa Aquilina is a beauty and wellness professional who strives to help women take care of
themselves and support their well-being.

www.themomandcaregiver.com
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